
Project Deliverable G

Introduction
Using the feedback given by the client and possible clients, we have designed a second prototype that
specifically focuses on meeting the client’s expectations and addresses their feedback. Our design process
is guided by a detailed prototyping test plan, measurable objectives and valuable feedback, which are
enclosed within this document. This methodology will ensure the client’s needs are met.

Feedback Received from Client
The first prototype was presented to our client twice. The first time was during our second client meet
which was our first personal meeting with the client. During that meeting the client provided a lot of
insight and feedback that was immediately implemented into the prototype. The feedback was discussed
in detail in Deliverable F. A quick summary of the feedback is:

● Increase the Freezer space
● Fewer parking spaces with a covered loading/storage area
● Fewer projectors in the boardroom
● Omitting the oven from the kitchen

The most recent client meet was brief and its purpose was to show the client the progress of our design.
After presenting our final iteration of prototype I the client has stated that they are satisfied with the
changes we have made.



Prototype #2

For our second prototype, we recreated a 2D and 3D floor plan of our building with a new design. The
floor plan contains the same critical subsystems as the first-floor plan but with additional subsystems,
such as the parking lot, parking spaces, outdoor loading dock area, outdoor firepit area and two main
entrances, along with an updated building design and ceiling decor. The 20m x 30m parking lot contains
10 parking spaces along with two handicapped spaces and a place for delivery trucks to deposit resources
in the loading dock. It also contains slanted wooden roofs at the entrance held by support pillars. There
are also two main entrances where you can enter into the main hall, or to the lab hall, both of which have
roofs and paved entrances. The building is now shaped to enclose an outdoor area, with the lab moved to
the right corner and the offices aligning the sides of the building along with a small workspace area in the
bottom right corner. The enclosed outdoor area will contain sunken ground in the form of a circle (I
couldn’t edit this feature in the program, so refer to Figure 1 for a reference image) with a gazebo roof,
firepit and benches, along with some outdoor storage for traditional activities like Pow Wow (A
traditional dance), Makwa bingo, animal tanning and more. Finally, there will be a special roof pattern
that will be displayed in the building, which represents a tiled river flowing through the building. Our
clients call themselves Omàmiwinini, meaning downriver people, so we believe this tiled ceiling pattern
holds a great amount of symbolism to their culture, which is why we chose this pattern. This prototype
was finished on November 12th, and we are currently preparing for our 3rd prototype by constructing 3D
models of our rooms in order to 3D print physical models to display to the judges. Our 3rd prototype will
be finished around late November.

Our second prototype floor plan



First prototype floor plan to compare

Figure 1: Sunken ground in a circular pattern (This is the design we would like in our enclosed outdoor space)













Experimental model
After more research and consideration of feedback, we have decided to implement significant changes to
Prototype I, resulting in the development of a new iteration—Prototype II. The changes are significant
enough to constitute a new design. Since the prototype is in the same format as the previous, we will use
the same experiments.

Test Results of Prototype II

Comparison of results from prototypes I and II
Some of the results from prototype II have greatly surpassed those of prototype I. To begin, the
window to wall ratio is much better in prototype II. The offices now have much bigger windows
to allow for more sunlight. The lab ratio is however slightly smaller, since the windows had to be
reduced to be able to properly modify the rest of the building. The kitchen WWR has slightly
increased, and the workspace has remained the same. Some of the bigger changes are to the foyer
and work hallway. Previously, neither had windows, now they have a WWR of 0.17 and 0.22
respectively. Prototype II is up to code, same as prototype 1 and it passed the Ontario
accessibility code with the same rating. Another big change to the results was the survey done by
20 random people based on the cultural representation of the building. Prototype II received an
approval rating of 95%, whereas the rating for prototype I was 85%. The accessibility for trucks
has remained the same.



Feedback
Few comments taken from a survey on the design's overall look:

“I love the idea of the fire pit in the middle of the building; it catches the eye. I like the ceiling of
the main entrance; it seems like a flow of water, which relates to the culture of the Indigenous
people. Overall, I would give a 9/10 to the building; it is a nice modern concept, but it might be
too modern for your clients, and it takes up a lot of space.” -Andrea K.

“I’m impressed by the quality of your design. It is simple, and it seems appropriate for your
client. The previous design lacked harmonization; I like the new one. You should be careful
about the type of plants that you decide to put in the laboratory because the structure doesn’t
provide much light sources for the plants. Another solution is to install a light source pointing
only at the plants. Because the people in the laboratory will have a view of the parking while
other rooms have a prettier view, and because of the lack of a light source for the plants, I would
give a 9/10 to your design.” -Viana N.

“I like the overall look of the building; it is very attractive. I am still having a hard time picturing
the Algonquin culture in your design. The fire pit and the ceiling with water are nice, but I would
not have noticed that you are trying to depict the Algonquin culture if you did not mention it. If
you can add more elements, such as a cairn (a pile of rocks), a canoe, or make the ceiling
represent the map of their territory instead of just random water flow, it would be astonishing. I
would give a 9/10 to the building for the lack of proper representation of the Algonquin culture.”
-Chris D.

Community/Cultural Space BOM
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Prototype Test Plan

Since this will be your team’s second prototype, your justifications and reasoning for this
prototype should include a short explanation of your results from your previous prototype and
how this second prototype continues the development of your solution. This second prototype
should be of a critical (or the most critical) subsystem, in order to ensure that your design will
work (keeping in mind the total course budget of $100 or 50$). Get creative in order to improve
your results.

Wrike
https://www.wrike.com/workspace.htm?acc=4975842#/folder/1227809996/timeline3?viewId=216525172

Conclusion
Using the provided feedback given by our peers, client, and potential clients we have devised a second
prototype which is informed by a detailed prototyping test plan. The feedback provided has helped us
steer in the direction of a user-oriented building that surpasses the client’s expectations.

https://www.wrike.com/workspace.htm?acc=4975842#/folder/1227809996/timeline3?viewId=216525172

